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tended to give correct ideas of position
of places on the globe, in place of the
incorrect ideas of Europe and Africa
Published bi-mouthly drn·ing t he school year at for instance, in the minds of most eduthe State Normal School at St. Cloud.
For this displacement
Entered Feb. 5. 1 !)02, as seco nrl clasr-; ma t te,·, po s t- cated people.
office at St. Cloud , Minnesota, under act of CongTes:-;
of
places
on
the
globe tbe early use of
or March 3, 187fJ.
detached maps of countries and conti•
ISATIF.L LA WRENClc, Eut·1•on .
nents is largely responsible.
,
u
s
}CLAUDE Rrnnr.1:.
B (J~TNESS
~,'.lANA.G:!pR ... , ................... . . \_E1nv. J "oH".'i'SO.X.
The idea of tbe quarter sphere map
was 5uggested to us several years ago
Subscr.iption, pel' year ............ .... .. ..... .... . ............ :~oc.
Single Copies....... ...
.. ....... .... ........ .. ...... lOc. by Supt. Darius Steward of Stillwater.
~orrI CE-S ubs criberi,; ·w ill receive th e Normalia

until notire of di scontinuan ce is givm1 a11cl all a rr ea
1·,rabg
) mean~"tl1 at- y ou1 · Stl1,
..,,.,1·1,
.\._ l,·e,es ,a,,,a·e,. j;~ al1i....,~,--......,. (
,· u,.,,..:
· tion bas expired .

The March number of the NoRMALIA
gave a study of the physical and mental stages of development which characterize pupils in the seventh and
eighth grades. It also gave outlines of
readin g, language, literature and bis
tory for these grades.
The presentnumberoftheNORMALii-\,
the last for this year, prnsents tbe sub jects of geog raphy, nature study and
arithmetic 1n seventh and eigh th
grades.
Maps drawn by sixth grade pupils,
are shown at the .be,ginning of th e geography outline, as one of the results of
fifth and sixth grade work in this subject. Reference to th e geography out. line for fifth and sixth g rades in the
January NoRMALIA will reveal the purpose of this map drawing. It is in-

We have been repeatedly asked to
give a list ot articles needed for manual training and some idea of their
cost. Prof. Greene's article in this
numb er gives the required information.
If th ere are still unanswered queries
on this subject, Prof. Greene will be
glad to answer tbem, personally.

The Cost of Manual Training.
GEORGE G.

GREENE.

The purpose of tb is pa per is to give
in brief but concise form some information concerning the installing and
maintaining of a course in manual training, which will be of help to those interested in making the subject a part of
the school curriculum. The matter of
cost is one of primary importance, and
in many cases is the determining factor
in the introduction of hand work in elementary and secondary schools .
In the first tnree grades the work is
generally carried on in the school room
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und er th e in struction of the regular
t each er. It usually consists in model ing in clay, construction in paper and
cardboard, sewing and weaving with
various materials. This work has been
a ccomplished in many instances at an
expenditure of but two ce nts per pµpil.
It is greatly diversified in character and
depends largely upo n the ability, sympathy and inventiyeness of the t eacher.
Clay costs in most large cit ies trom
one and one-half to thre e cents pe r
pound, an d by washing and re- using
the clay, the total a moun t needed pe r
pupil m ay not exceed two pounds. An
excellent substitut e for clay is paper
pulp which is easily made and is clean
and pleasant to work. T o make the
pulp, tear any waste paper into piec es
about an inch squa re and put it into a
bucket with about a gallon of boiling
water. After soaking five or s ix hours,
drain off the excess wa ter and then
churn the mass vigor0usly with a stick
for a few minutes till it becomes a fine
quality of pulp. The pupil s will enjoy
the making as well as the using of this

~
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O

'

'

-~
0

I

,Jo-----'-----.

material which re quires no tools but th e
han ds for its manipulation.
The outfit necessary for card board
co nstru cti on consists of scisso rs, rule,
penc il a nd comp:iss, which in most
cases can be provided by the pupils.
The materials commonly used may
be obtained at th e following prices:
Manilla paper, So pounds to 500
sheets , 22x 28 inches, $1.25 per roo
s heets .
Manilla t ag board, roo pounds to 500
sheets, 22x28 inches, 65c per 100 sheets.
Cover paper , so .pounds to 500 sheets,
2ox25 in ches, 75c per roo sheets.
Colored Bristol board, 22x28, 2 ply,
$;1,00 per roo sheets .
Colored Bristol board, 22x28, 4 ply,
$2. 50 per roo shee ts.
Cord work, weaving and basketry:
Cotton yarn, 17 cents per pound and
upwards.
Woolen yarn , 40 cents per pound and
upwards.
Raffia, 20 cents per pound.
Rattan , No . 6, No. 4, and No. 2, 30, 35,
and 40 cents per pound respectively.
It is very difficult to give an estimate
of th e cost per child for a cou rse in
plain sewin g . Pratt Institute allows
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20 cents per pupil, Washington 14Yz
cents, Minneapolis I I¼ cents , and
Boston 2Yz cents, the children bringing
their material from home.
Whittlin g o r thin wood work is frequently carried on in the fourth or fifth
g rades. If possible it should be done
in a room set aside for the purpose.
Where such provision cannot be made,
boards may be laid on top of the desks
to protect them, and at th e end of the
lesson they may be hung underneath
the blackboard at the sides of the room.
The tools are kept in trays, sto r ed in a
cabinet.
The individual equipment consists of:
Sloyd knives at $3.00 per dozen .
6 inch iron try squares at $2.00 per
do zen .
Cornpasses at $1.00 per dozen .
Penci ls at 25 cents per doze n.
Rulers at 12 cents per dozen.
General equipment for class of sixteen :
Six brad awls,
$ .19
Six hammers,
1.50
Six grooving chisels,
1.50
Six coping saws,
r.oo
Six doz. coping saw blades, .50
One 24 inch cross cut saw, I.IO
One 12 inch back saw,
.85
One oil stone and can,
.90
Four quires of sand paper, .60
Six IO inch wooden clamps, 1.50
The average price for lumber of good
quality per IO0o feet is :
Pine,
$ 35 .00
Basswood, 25.00
Oak,
40.00
Gum,
IOo.oo
If material is to be planed and sawed
to sizes for th e class work, an addition
of $1.00 per thousand feet should be
made to the above figures.
Bench work in wood- seventh and
eighth grades:
Up to this point the question of the
cost of equipment has not been a serious one. l t now becomes much increased and a specially fitted up room

5

as well as a special teacher are necessities. Room to sto re lumber, and pigeon holes for unfinished work must be
provided and a cupboard to hold g eneral tools should be arranged m some
convenient place.
The benches in the State Normal
school, St. Cloud, Minn., were made
according to the accompanying drawing at a cost of $6.oo apiece. Simple
benches to accommodate four or more
pupils can be made at a considerable
reduction from the above figure. Such
benches, although practical, are open
to the objections that th ey are not as
stron gly constructed as the single
framed benches and do not last as
long, that the workers are liable to interfere with each other, and that adequate passage ways for the movements
of the class and teachers are less easi ly
secured. Each bench should be provided with the follow ing outfit:
Sheldon rapid acting vise,
$2.60
Mallet,
.IO
Brush,
.25
Marking guage,
•I 5
Try-square, 6 inch,
.25
Back saw, 12 inch, Disston 's,
.85
Smooth plane, 8 inch, Stanley,
1. 25
Sloyd knife,
.25
Tan ged firmer chisels, I in., ¼ in.,
¼ in,
.85
Rule, 2 ft., 2 fold,
.IO
Six inch wing divider,
.I5
Eight inch Spofford bit brace,
.90
Five Russell Jennings dowel bits,
¼ in., ¼ in., ¼ in., ¾ in., ¾ in., 1.25
Six inch iron clamp,
.30

$9. 2 5
General tools needed for class of
sixteen pupils:
One grindston e,
Three cross-cut saws, 22 inch,
One rip saw,
Six hammers, Mavdole, No. 7
and No. 13,
2.25
One 12 inch Barber's ratchet bit
brace,
One set Russell Jenning's bits,
4-16 in. to 16-16 in.,
4.50

6
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Two Rose countersinks,
.25
Before closing I will add that there
Three screwdrivers, 4 in., 6 in., 8 in. .45 is a strong demand for grade teachers
Six key-hole saws,
-5° who can carry on some simple form of
Two dozen key hole saw blades,
50
·
manual training.
In most cases
Eight firmer gouges, ¾ inch.
1.25
Two iron jack planes, 14 inch,
special teachers will not be engaged
Stanley's,
3.00 till a start has been made in the school
One iron jointer, 22 inch,
2.00 room. As a pure investment the norTwo Washita oil stones, 2in. x 8 in., 1.25 ma! student cannot do better than to
Two brass oil cans,
.35 spend as much time as possible in the
Two nail sets, hollow points,
.20
One steel square,
.75 shop, not with the idea of makin g only
One 7 inch drawshave ,
,45 those things which appeal to one's
One 12 inch wing dividers,
.30 fancy but to ac q uire a knowledge of the
Six hand bastard files, IO inch,
1.00 principles and o perations involved in a
"
"half round, IO in, 1.00 course in handicraft, directly suitable
Six cabinet clamps,
r.50
One pair cutting pliers,
,50 for the children with whom she will
One mitre box, Langdon's No. 18, 6.30 come in contact. The followin g biblio Six carvers veining tools, ¾ in.,
1-50_ graphy will ,be found of service to those
"
"
flat go uges, ½ in.,
1.75 desiring to purchase books along the
One set Syracuse twist drills, 3, 4,
lines under discussion:
5, 6, 7- - 32ds,
.75
Clay Modeling for Schools, A. M.
One Steer's expansion bit,
1.25
Holland, Boston, Ginn, 1899. Pp. 21
$44.05 and 18 plates.
A Sewing course for schools, Mary
As 3. g reat help to interest and the
S.
Woolman, 50 models. Columbia
cultivation of design, a pyrographic
University
Press Bookstore, New York.
outfit will be found very valuable. The
cost is about $3.50 and constant care is $3.50 net.
required in handling the delicate platiCane Basket Work, Annie Firth ,
num point. So popular is the work, London, Gill, 1899. $1.00.
however, that the pupil s will often gladCardboard Construction, J. H. Tryly raise the amount to purchase an out- born, 1899, Ph. 69, Bradley, Springfield.
fit thems e lves. In fact it is perfectly $1.00.
possible to mak e the work so valuable
First years in Handicratt, Walter
to the pupils that they will bear all ex- Kenyon. 50 models in paper and card
pe nse of materials, such as wood, nails, board construction. $1.00, 1901. Baker
glue and sand paper.
& Taylor Co. , New York.
If funds are small a start can be m·ade
Woodwork in the Common School,
with a few tools which with enthusias- F. A. Hinckley, Springfield, Bradley,
tic use will produce surprising results. 1895, Pp. 126.
When once it is proved to the hard
working tax payer that in the manual
The Purpose of Teaching Geography
training department his children are
and Nature Study
putting to a practical test the knowledge gained in the school room, and
are developing the qualities of good
bread winners, the matter of cost will
be settled with a pleasa nt face and a
generous hand.

It is a common place of which we
are heartily t ired-a commonplace
which has scant effect upon our teaching or our examination t ests, that the
acquisition of a large number of facts
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in these s ubjects, is not their purpo se,
and often defeats th eir purpose. An
outline which aims to put the pupil in
possession of some facts at least in regard to every conceivable part of the
Universe, receives the high praise of
being comprehensive, nevertheless, it
makes the next t eache r wish for another universe to present to the blase
pupil who has go tten through with this
one.
When purpose is stated broadly, the
contrast between the thing aimed at,
and the thing hit, is usually pathetic;
and yet every lesson needs a teacher
tully conscious of the right direction in
which to stretch.
In Nature Study and Geography the
aim is to secure.I.
The appreciation th at it is WORTH
WHILE to study environment, and the
world beyond environment.
2.
Power to collect the facts needed
for the problems attempted.
a. By observation at first hand.
b. Through books .
3. Power to handle facts in such a
way 'as to throw light on the problem,
if not to solve it. For this , something
must be done with facts, besides reciting them.
4. The virtues of the scientist; enthusiasm, patience, accuracy, distrust
of exaggerated statement.
5. The will to use knowledge for
the in crease of happin ess.
The child who knows how to raise
flowers, take care of trees, and to encourage birds to nest near houses, the
child who knows the value of cleanliness in surroundings, above all, the
child who has learn ed respect for
scientific .facts, will grow into the man
whose intelligence can be relied upon,
when it is a question of village improvement, either aesthetic or sa nitary.

7

He has learned to contribute to the
good of the community.
The book which seems of greatest
help and inspiration in the true line of
Nature Study is "Nature and Life" by
Dr. Clifton F . Hodge. Th e book is a
new one just published by Ginn & Co.
Its value lies in the fact that it doesn't
vaguely hint at better aims for this
subject but is full of practical suggestion as to how to carry them out.

Geography Outline.
SEVENTH

GRADE-- AUTUMN.

1. The Solar system:
Science basis:- Gravity, centrifugal
and centripetal force.
Expansion and contraction .
Something of the Nebular hypothesis.
The planets.
The moon.
2.
How the earth is lighted and
heated.
Science basis:-Review of simple experiments on radiation, absorption,
conduction and reflection of light and
heat.
Light zones:
The Equator is the path of the vertical rays of the sun on March 21 and
Sept. 23.
The tropic of Cancer is the path of
the vertical rays of the sun during- the
24 hours of June 21.
The tropic of Capricorn is the path
of the vertical rays of t_h e su n during
the 24 hours of Dec. 21.
The Arctic circle is marked by the
most northern point of the ci_rcle of il1umination during the 24 hours of Dec.
21.

The Antarctic circle is marked by the
most southern point of the circle of illumination during th e 24 hours of June
21.

Study of the seaso ns co mpleted from
the above standpoint.

8
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Length of day and night.
Longitude and time. Standard time.
Problems considered but with an expenditure of no great amount of time.
Heat
zones
bounded by 1so ·
therms. Why do they differ from light
zones? This q uestion is left as an open
problem for discussion at different
times during the term; each week will
add to the ability to handle it.
3. The atmosphere and the water.
Science basis-- Heating of fluids by
circulation ; solution,
precipitation,
crystallization, evaporation and dewpoint. Forms of water.
Winds.
Trade winds, prevailing
westerly winds. periodical winds.
Storms. Study of weather maps,
storm win ds, thunder s torms and tornadoes.
Currents ot the ocean:

4. Gen eral summing up of term's
work with an app lic ation to the cl im ate
of continents and oceans.
5. Physiography:
Review obje ctive study of quartz,
feldspar and calcite.
Igneous, sedimentary an<l metamorphic rocks.-(Sandstones, slates and
limestones) .
Weathering of rocks.
Action of dry a ir.
" mo is t air.
"
" running water.
"
" standing water.
" ice.

Work of th e great ice sheets on
North America:
How plains, plateaus, mountains, volcanoes and coast lines are formed, and
th e changes they undergo.

9
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References for teachers:First Book of Physical Geography,
R. S. Tarr.
A Reader in Physical Geography, R.
S. Dodge.
First Book in Geology, N. S, Shaler.
Story of our Continent, N. S. Shaler.
Lakes of North America, J. C. Rus·
sell.
Glaciers of North America, J. C.
Russell.
Rivers of North America, J. C. Russell.
Physiography of United States.
Monographs, American Book Co.
Climate and Time, James Croll.

Intensive study of about twenty of
the most important trade centers of
the earth.
Intensive study of Great Britain with
all its dependencies, France, and Germany.
SPRING.

Continued observation and . applica·
tion of work of autumn term.
Intensive study of Italy, Russia, Chi•
na, Japan, Brazil, Mexico, Canada.
Intensive study of the United States.
Reviews and comparisons of nations,
bringing out ideas of races, religion,
government and history.
EI GHTH GRADE:

Geography correlated with history.
The autumn
work 1s made a
AUTUMN.
subject of observation and applicaThe geography of North America
tion throughout the year.
before the revolution.
WINTER .

10
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WINTER.
ades and others . The stars of first
The North West, Louisiana Pur- magnitude,-Sirius and Procyon, Betelchase, Oregon Trail, Spanish South geux and Rigel of Orion .
Aldebaran
West, California.
and Capella.
The sun, the moon, planets, eclipses,
SPRING .
and
their cause.
Development of the United States
Tides,
simple not detailed explanasince the civil war:
tion,
The South.
Graded Course of Natural Science
Transportation.
B.
Loewy.
Alaska.
Elementary
School Record No. 9, p.
Our Island Possessions.
233, work :with gases.
Easy Star Lessons, Richard Proctor.
N ature ,Study.
Astronomy by Observation, Eliza
This outline has been prepared mainBowen.
ly by Miss Franc Wilkins, critic teacher
Astronomy with an Opera Glass,
in the practice department.
Serviss.
SEVENTH G RADE -

AUTUMN.

Injurious Insects, Ant, g rasshopper,
etc.
Beneficial Insects, Ladybug, etc.
Beautiful Insects, Butterflies.
The toad, bat and frog.
Distribution of seeds and seed protection.
Study of minerals, rocks and physigraphic features. See geography outline.
See Nature Study and Life, Hodge.
A manual for Study of Insects, Comstock.
Life Histories of American Insects.
Weed .
Our Insect Friends and Foes, Cragin.
Frail Children of the Air, Scudder.
Bulletins of U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
WINTER.

Pressure of liquids and air.
Law of floating bodies.
Construction of barometer.
Laboratory work with oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide,
chemistry of air and water.
Star Study:-Fixed stars. Constellations observed-Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Orion, Canis Major, Gemini, Plei-

S P RlNG .

Experiments on nutrition, respiration
and transpiration of plants.
·
See Elementary School Record No.
4,
Works done by plants in forming
starch.
Bulbs, corms, tubers, stems as storehouses of food .
Study of insects continued from the
autumn.
Insects of the household, mosquito,
fly, clothes moth, etc.,
Lessons with Plants, Bailey.
Nat,ure Study and Life, Hodge.
Hand Book of Nature Study, Lange.
EI GHTH GRADE-AUTUMN.

Plant Societies:
r. Vegetation near a marsh or pond.
2.
Forest S0cieties.
3. Desert Societies.
4. Fence corner and roadside societies.
5. Garden societies.
Weeds, how they grow and how they
may be killed:
Poisonous plants-Poison ivy. See
chapter on the Poison Sumac in "Sharp
Eyes."
Study of the Pine. See Pines and
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Pine Forests in Handbook of Nature
Transplanting.
Study, Lange.
Pruning.
The Struggle of th e White Pine, in
Complete study of the pine.
Atkinson's Study of Plant Life.
Lever:
Relation of Forests to Farms. Tree
Arm, crowbar, balance.
Planting in Western Plains and ForesLaws of simple machinery.
try tor Farmers. Bulletins oi U. S.
Pulley, wheel and axle.
Department of Agriculture.
Crane and derrick.
Special attention to Treatment and
Relation of friction to work accomCare of Trees as suggest(:d in the plished.
References:
chapter on Elementary Forestry in NaNature Study and Life, Hodge.
ture and Life, Hodge.
Lessons with Plants, Bailey.
Two Hundred Weeds, Bulletin 17, U.
Graded Lessons in Science, Loewy.
S. Dept. Agriculture.
WINTER .
Books for Seventh and Eighth Grades in
Experiments with electricity and
Geography and Nature Study.
ISABEL LAWR E NCE.
magnetism:
Did you never read a scholarly mono1. The cell.
2.
Construction of the battery.
graph and stare enviously at the pages
3. Construction ot electric toys.
of bibliography at the end? What a
fine showing of many titles! How
Study of light:
learned must be he who has read all
1.
Laws of the shadow.
2.
Prisms, lens.
that! Then did you ever set about
3. Formation of images.
reading those books yourself, taking
the bibliography for a guide? The
4. Photography.
References for teacher:
false glamour vanishes. What a mass
Graded course of Natural Science, of futile stuff, error and stupidity the
books contain , with only here or there,
Loewy.
Electricity for Everybody, Philip truth or inspiration. Granted that the
Atkinson.
mature student gains power of selecElementary School Record, No. 4, tion and ability to sift, what would be
the fate ot a young mind without tests
p. 120.
Elementary School Record, No. 3, or ideals?
The collection of many geographies,
p. 92.
Scholar's A. B. C. of Electricity, many stories of industry and books of
Meadowcraft.
information and encyclopoedias for the
Electric Toy Making for Amateurs, classes to consult, needs, like every
T . Sloane.
other method, careful, common-sense
Light and Electricity, Tyndall.
investigation of its advantages and dis Photography Indoors and Out, Alex. advantages.
Black.
It enables the teacher to hold the
SPRING.
pupils down to study, for the tale of
Propagation of trees by Cuttings:
bricks can be counted. The very fact
I.
Form and size of cuttings.
that it is so easy for a dull, or lazy, or
2.
Planting cuttings; time; and soil. ignorant teacher to give out and hear
3. Cultivation of cuttings.
lessons of this kind, should arouse the
Grafting .
suspicion of one who would make her
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. work vital and inspiring-. The teacher
no longer hears lessons from one text
book. That method has passed away .
Its reincarnation appears with the
teacher who makes the child learn
the ill assorted matter from several
text books. Of course power is gained
from reading matter presented in a
way adapted to the reader; but can we
afford to allow children to come in contact with dull and incorrect material,
such as any scientific expert may find
in abundance in the reference books
used in schools? Because the class
are studying Louisiana and cotton, is
no reason why any old book on these
subjects, however false or inane, should
be welcomed "to look up things in."
Again, this mechan ical use of reference material cf questionable quality,
crowds out the real book from the table. Librarians are everywhere complaining that the best books of travel,
and stories of place lie neglected on
the shelves of the city library, while
the army of school children go on
"looking up things" in old geographies
and encyclopoedias. ·
Knowledge of this statistical sort
cannot inspire. Only vital books powerful to arouse emotion, and full of hu man interest, can do that.
Hence the knowledge so painfully
shoveled in day after day, falls out as
soon as the fear of examination ceases,
no child wishes to see any of these
books again. His taste for literature
is injured and his desire to read .is destroyed.
A few th o roug hly good reference
books are enough. Money spent on
multiplying copies of geog rap hies, and
ge.ographical readers shou ld be spent
on real books. Then cu lture, so often
crowded out of upper grade work by
the demand for information, may become possible.

Material learned from a real book 1s
seldom lost, because it is vitally associated. I rememb er nothing whatever
of a geography I once studied excep t
a picture of the pages of text on Europe, and th e fa~t that I got an extra
credit for each country studied about.
My permanent idea of the Rhine w"s
gained from Hyperion, of Venice, from
Venetian Life.
Even the covers of such books are
more attractive. It is a pity that children must handle over and over again,
the:> soiled brown covers of books of industry and geographical readers.
Real books in ap1:1ropriate bindings,
not covered,-books contai nin g vivid
pictures of places studied in their proper setting ot life and human story,
these should be books of reference in
upper grade work.
Expense may stand in the way in a
rural school thouE"h even there, the
mon ey used for uninviting books will
go far to purchase the better ones. In
graded schools, no such excuse can be
offered .
Sometimes the dingy row of te~tbooks occupies the desk of the seventh
and eighth grade teacher, when in the
very same building is a library filled
with delightful books related to the
:.ubjects studied. Sometimes, the city
librarian offers the six-b ook card and
month's time to the teacher, offers her
time for an examination of the library
books to find ou t which ones are adapted to the work of the grade, and
offers in vain, while the teacher importunes the authorities for more sets of
different geographi es and geography
readers.
For the teacher who would make her
room bright and attractive with real
books on the subjec ts s tudi ed, the following suggestions are g iven.
First,-She must read th e books herself.
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Sccond,- She must know her pupils
. well eno ugh to adapt the books to the
pupil.
Full lists of geographical material
cannot be given within th e limits of
this paper. One list tor a special
topic is given as a sample.
More may be found in "Classified
Reading."
Topic, The Plains and the Rocky
Mountains.
"From Sea to Sea," by Rudyard Kipling. The picture of Yellowstone Park
is particul arly entertaining.
"The West from a Car Window," by
Richard Harding I)avis.
"John Brent," and "Canoe and Saddles," by Theodore Winthrop.
" Boy General,' ' by Mrs. Custer.
"Knocking Round the Rockies," by
Ernest Inge rsoll.
"Nelly's Silver Mine," by Helen
Hunt Jackson. A story of Colorado.
"A Lady's Life in the Rocky Mountains," by Isabella 11. Bird .
"Gold Seeking on the Dalton Trail,"
by A. R. Thompson .
"Delahoyds,'' by Henry Inman .
Story of Boy Life on Old Sante Fe
Trail.
"Ranch of the Oxhide," by Isabel
Hornabrook.
"My Summer in a Mormon Village,"
by Florence Merriam.
"Ranch Life and th e Huntin g Trail, "
Theodore Roosevelt.
"Boots and Saddles," by Mrs. Custer.
"Story of the Cow Boy," by E.
Hough.
"Story of the Railroad," by Cy Warman.
"Story of the Mine," by C. H. Shinn .
'·Our Country West"- Youth's Companion.
•·Cattle Ranch to College,'' by Ralph
Doubleday.
John Burroughs says, "Of th e books
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upon nature study that are now issuing
from the press to meet a fancied want
of the schools, very few to my thinking
are worth the paper they are printed
upon. They are dead, dead, and neither
excite curiosity nor stimulate observation."
Aside from the books by means of
which specimens may be identified, the
oird books, butterfly books, insect and
plant manuals and other books of real
~cie ntific value, three classes of books
may be mentioned as useful.
There are only a few books in the
first class, those alive:, inspiring and attractive to seventh and eighth grades.
"Eye Spv," "Sharp eyes," and "Blossom Hosts and Insect Guests," by Will iam Hamilton Gibson. The last is com·
piled from hi s other works.
These
books should be on hand during all
the Nature tea ching, for there is no
assistant like Gibson's live t.le sc riptions
and live drawings.
"Wild Animals I have Known, Biography of a Grizzly, Lives of the
Hunted," Ernest $~ton-Thompson.
Still more interesting because they
are stories.
"Jungle Books," Rudyard Kipling.
"Science Sketches," David Starr Jordan. This contains the inimitable "Story
of a Stone," and "How the Trout Came
t o California ."
"The Story of Ab," Stanley Waterloo .
"Black Beauty," Mrs. Sewell.
"John Brent," Theodore Winthrop.
"How they broug ht the good news
from Ghent to Aix," Robert Browning.
The last three are good pictures of
horses.
"Beautiful Joe," Marshall Saunders.
"Castle Blair," Shaw.
"How William of Orange was Saved
by his Dog," Motley's Dutch Republic.
"Dog of Flanders,'' De La Rame.
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Stuart
"Loveliness,"
Elizabeth
Phelps.
"Rob and his Friends," Dr. John
Brown.
"A Friend of Justice ," by Henry
Vandyke.
The last sev_en are among the best dog
stories.
"Water Babies," Chas. Kingsley.
In the second class of books are some of
the most delightful books in all literature. Knowing their worth, we sometimes try to force these upon young
people of the seventh and eighth
grades regardless of the fact that their
taste for literature cannot extend to
belles lettres. The essay in its reflective form demands a cultivated taste .
These books should be used fre ely by
the teacher, often quoted from , and occasionally a pungent passage should
be given for memori zing.
Burroughs' books are of this class,
and so are Thoreau's. We can use
''Birds and Bees" of Burroughs and
"Succession of Forest and Wild Apples''
of Thoreau's to great advantage.
Others of this class are:
"Rambler's Lease," Bradford Torrey_
"My Summer in a Garden," C. D.
Warner.
"In the Wilderness," C. D. Warner.
"My Year in a Log Cabin." Howells.
''My Garden Acquaintance," Lowell.
"Pageant of Summer," Jeffri es.
"History of Selborne,"Gilbert White.
"An Island Garden," Celia Thaxter.
"A Tour Round my Garden," Alphonse Karr.
Ruskin 's descriptions of mountains,
valleys and rivers, from Modern Painters and many beautiful poems on nature, belong to this second class.
A third class are not without merit,
though not of so high a literary orrler.
There are too many of this class to
mention here, and they grade down in -

sensibly into th e worthless material.
The following have been found to be
very interesting to our pupils:
'·The Boys' Book of Inventions," by
Ray Stannard Baker.
This describes liquid air, submarine
boats and wireless telegraphy in a most
interes ting way.
"Population of an Old Pear Tree,"
insects. Translated from French of E.
Van Bruyssel.
"Tenants of an Old Farm," insects,
by Henry C. McCook.
Books of Olive Thorne Miller and of
Mabel Osgood Wright, and Ernest Inge rsoll.
"Ecce Coelum," by Burr.
"Electrical Boy," by John Trowbridge.
'·Three Boys in an Electrical Boat,"
by John Trowbridge.
Outline of Mathematics for Seventh and

Eighth Grades.
SEVENTH

GRADE ARITHMETIC-AUTUMN.

Percentage emphasizing the application of Profit and Loss and Trade Discount chiefly.
WINTER.

Int erest, Bank Tran5actions.
SPRING.

Proportion and Arithmetical Analysis.
EIGHTH

GRADE .

One lesson a week in Inventional
Geometry throughout the year, correlated with manual training.
Two lessons in algebra each week.
Two lessons in Arithmetic each week.
AUTUMN.

Algebra-Giffin's Grammar School
Algebra throu gh Multiplication.
Arithmetic-Square and Cube Root.
WINTER.

Algebra-Through factoring.
Arithmeti c- Rcview of fractions,common and decimal.
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SPRING.

Algebra-Through square root.
Arithmetic-Review from the beginning of percentage.
See Spencer's Inve nt ional Geometry
for geometry course for eighth grade,
also the course described in "The Elementary School Teacher," University
of Chicago press.

The Recitation.
An ideal for the gauging of teachers'
work in the class room .
E SSENTIALS .

I.

Appropriate work done by the

class.
2.
Correct work done by the class.
3. Enough work for the time done
by each i~dividual of the class.
4- Improvement of each individual
in his attitude and habits of work.
THE CLASS.

r. Must respond to the teacher's
lead (good discipline.)
2.
Must have their consciousness
filled w1ih the work- with the very
heart of it; not with the teacher or her
demands; not with themselves, their
succe£s or their failure; not with any
side issue.
3. Must do independently the work
of
a. Observation.
b. Memory.
c. Imagination.
d. Abstraction.
e. Thinkin~.
f. Expression by talking, writing,
drawing, modeling, making.
4. Must h ave prepared themselves
before class as previously directed.
5. Must feel the responsibility of
th e work.
I.
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of the class, reading his mind, and
noting manner and forms of expression.
This is the supreme demand for
power to interpret the child- Insight.
2.
Must adapt the work to each
individual without for an instant losing
sight of the whole class.
3. Must have matter to be taught
well in hand, knowing much more than
is to be taught .
Must have the steps of presentation
well-arranged, and so ready in mind
that they occur to her without effort,
leaving her free to put her whole attention on the growth of these steps in
the pupils' mind.
5. Must have more means of illustration and more ways of drill ready
than she will need to use.
6. Must continually add to the responsibility of the class, never doing
their work for them.
7. Must hold the class through the
work, rather than by repressive methods of discipline . Must be an example worthy of imitation in personal appearance, manner, voice, spirit and
forms of expression .
Rigs of all kinds, with th e very best
horses money can buy, can be obtained
at ve ry low rates by Normal students,
at Coates' livery stable.
We will be pleased to show you our
new !me 0f summer hats. trimmed and
ready to wear. Thoreson Sisters.

For graduation gifts go to Clark
Bros. They have the line that is sure
to please the sweet girl graduate, and
at lowest prices, too.
When you want to take a nice drive
out in the country, go to John Coates'
THE TEACHER.
and get one of the nobbiest rigs in the
Must observe each individual city. 'Busses to meet all trains.
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Arithmetic Review.
H UI.DA

L I L ,J EDAHL.

(A seventh g1·ade examination paper as written
by the pupil. )
Apri l 1.S, 1.902.
Multiplier , multiplicand , product
Corres p o nden ce { Quotient
d ivisor,
divide nd
of terms.
Hate per ce nt, base,
pe,·centage
Ra te,
principal,
interes t
II.
Pe,· cent o f cost = lo ss or gai n .
Base t percentage = a m ount.
Rase - pflrcenta.ge = difference.
Cost j· gain, o r cost - loss = selling-price.
Per cent of a mt. invested or a mt. of S. = N. P .
III.
Difference $5625; rate 2G per cent; base r eq uired.
I $ G625 or 7 G p e r ce nt I 25 per cent I
I
B ase o r 1.00 p er een t
I
75 pet· cent or base = $:1625

75 per cent of $ 7:\00=

.7ri)5({2f'> .00 ( 7ri00.
ti :! J

$562 5

.·. the base is $ 7 500.

~

7G
375
-00

IV .
Cost $200; selli n g· 1wice $1S2; 1-er1. ,·ate o r loss.
I Cost or 200
I

I

I
I $ 18 I
Loss I

I S. P. or $182
$200 - $1S2 = $18 t h e l oss.

:l00 )18.00( .0D
1.H .00

9 per cent of $2 00 = $ 1 8 .
. ·. t h e rnte of loss is 9 p er cent.

ADVANCED COURSES.

Bartelson, Martha
Beidler, Edith
Briggs, Edith
Cambell, Bessie
Carroll, Catherine
Deline, Jennie
Farrell, Ann a
Goerger, Philip
Gorman, Marv
Gray, M abel •
J ohnston, Edward
Joslin , Flora
Linehan, Ma rie
Manz, Matilda
Miller, Eva
N ordherg, Emma
Ow ens, Willi am
R au, Elizabeth
Sadley, Lulu E.
Setchfeld , Daniel
Smith, Nat

F ergus Falls
St. Cloud
Duluth
St. Cloud
Minneapolis
Cannon Falls
Excelsior
St. Cloud
St. Cloud
Minneapolis
St. Cloud
Royalton
Minneapolis
New Paynesville
Greenwood, Wis.
Minneapolis
Carlto n
St. Cloud
Princeton
St. Cloud
Fair Haven

KINDERGARTEN

V.
Selli ng-p r ice $2400: loss 331/:, per cent: ,·e(Juircd
co st.
I Cost o ,. 100 pe r cent.
I

I
I S. P .

Graduates of the Normal School at St.
Cloud, for the Year t 902.

- I

D ennison, Grace

Twin Valley

ONE YEAR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE.

Aune, Ida
Avery, Gertrude
Benson, Alma
Brown , Lola
Bruestuen, P etra
Corrigan, Edna
Clark, Millie
Daum, Hester
Davis, May
E arhuff, Charl otte
!J:!9
lG per ('ent or cost = gain.
00
Fol so m, Edith
100 p er te nt o f cost·/· l f> p e,· ce nt of cost = 11 5 Fox, Nellie
pel' cen t of c-ost, s ell ing-pri ce.
Gallagher, K ath1·y n
115 p e r· cent of $8 00 = $!l .:l0.
.·. $S = cost.
Gillespie, Rose
Given cost and selling-price to find rate or ga.in .
Gordon, Sadie
$8.88 - $8.00 = $.88.
Gowdy,
Blanche
8.00).8800 (.1 1 0 1· l l per ,·ea t
11 pt·. ct. u f $8.00 = $.k,-,
kOO
Hamilton, Effie
~
o
Heath, Isabel
800
H enry, Minnie
. ·. t he rate of g·ain is 11 pe l' cent or .11.
H utchinson, Emma
S. N. S. flag pins 15c, at Clark Bros. Hull, Mabel
Take Coates' ' bus and you will not J ohnson, Eva
Kenn edy, Mae
miss you r tra in.
---~L oss.
_J
I $2400 o r 6U% p er cent of C I 83¼per cent of C. I
6C. % pel' cent of cost = % or C.
% or c. = ½o f $240 0 or $1200.
3-3 of C. = 3 of ·120 0 or $3600.
6 0% pet· cent of $ 3600 = $ 2 4 00.
. ·. t h e cost is $3000.
VI.
If 15 p e l' ce n t be gai n ed on flour wh en so ld at
$9.20 a b a rrel , what per cen t ,v o uld he gain ed if it
were sold at $8.kS a ba r rel·!
$9 .20 selling-price.
1.15)92000(8.00

COURSE.

Glenwood
Zionsville, Ind.
Glenwood
Sr. C loud
Appleton
St. Paul
Tower
Minneapolis
St. Cloud
St. Paul
Milaca
Anoka
Minneapolis
Huron, S . D.
Minneapolis
Anoka
St. Cloud
Little Falls
Cresco, Iowa
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Ely
Minneapoli s
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Larkin, Mary L.
McKenzie, E lsie
Maynard, Agnes
Morrill, Mary P.
Olson, Otilia
Rice, Flora
Ryan, Co,-rinne
Saucier, Marie
Scott, Lillia n
Shannon, Alice
Shotwell, Marguerite
Smith, Christine
Thacker, Clara
Thomas, Clara
Ward, Eva
Wheaton, Mary
Winters, Helen
Weber, Marie
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Bird Island
Hamilton, Effie
Elv
Johnson, Eva
Winthroj)
Kennedy, Mae
Larkin, ·Mary L.
Henning
Virginia
McKenzie, Elsie
Anoka
Morrill, Mary
Elbow Lake
Olson, Otilia
St. Cloud
Rice, Flora
Henderson
Ryan, Corrinne
Granite Falls
Soucier, Marie
Park Rapids
Shotwell, Marguerite
Ada
Smith, Christine
Elv
Thacker, Clara
W orthingto~
Thomas, Clara
Buffalo
Ward, Eva
Little Falls
Weber, Marie
Wadena
Wheaton, May
Cokato
Lindberg, Esther
Aitkin
Quickstad, Alma
THREE YEARS' CERTIFICATE COURSE.
Average salary 1s $44.80 per
Clough, Ethel W.
Spencer Brook
Fearon, Mary B.
St. Cloud month.
Lindberg, Esther W.
Cokato
Alumni Meeting, May 28.
Quickstad, Alma
St. Cloud
Alumni
business meeting S :30 p. m .
Larson, Sigmy
St. Cloud
Alumni banquet 7 :oo p. m.
Skinner, Nellie
Royalton
Rates of one and one-third fare
Members of the Graduating Class w ho round trip have been secured for the
Have Already Obtained Positions,
alumni and friends attending commencement exercises. Get a railroad
May J, J902.
Other members of the class, have certificate that you have paid full fare
practically secured positions but have one way. A large attendance is exnot been formally elected.
pected.
Beidler, Edith
St. Cloud
Briggs, Edith
Duluth How Not to Give a Nature Study Lesson.
Quoted from Foundations of Nature
Cambell, Bessie
St. Cloud
Carroll, Catherine
Minneapolis Study, C . F. Hodge in Pedagogical
Deline, J ennie
Nor1h St. Paul Seminary Vol. 7, No. 2.
Gorman, Mary
Melrose
There was not a bee, ant, or wasp,
Gray, Mabel
Minneapolis dead or alive, not a bit of comb or nest
Linehan, Marie
Minne a polis
Manz, Matilda
Winthrop of any sort, nor a particle of honey.
Nordberg, Emma
Minneapolis ON the board vvas a sketch of a bee
Owens, William
Foley and over it the word "H y-men-op-teRau, Elizabeth
Little Falls ra."
Sadley, Lulu
Sauk Rapids
"Into how many parts is the body
Dennison, Grace
Biwabik
of a hymenopterous insect divided?"
Smith, Nat
Maple Lake
Daum, Hester
Fertile ·'Three parts." "What are they callEarhuff, Charlotte
Park Rapids ed r" "Head, thorax and abdomen."
Henry, Minnie
Pipestone «Of what parts does the head consist?"
Anoka
St. Cloud
Long Prairie
Anoka
Murdock
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Osseo
Duluth
Duluth
Minneapolis
Redwood Falls
Glenwood
St. Cloud
Buffalo
Elk River
St. Paul
Minneapolis
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"Eyes, antennae, jaws, and tongue." ture, and comes to realize the import"Into how many parts is the thorax di- ance of the common processes going
vided?" "Three parts." ,,will you on about him, his eyes are opened, and
count them pleaser"
( pointing to he finds himself living in th e midst of
sketch of bee on board.) " One , two, an infinitely more wonderful museum
three," "And what is this other part?" than ever systematist dreamed of.
"F-o-u-r."
"Yes that's right; four
Book Lists for Geography.
parts."
TOPIC, ITALY.
"The thorax of a hymenopterous insect is divided into FOUR parts. That Simple Stories!.
"A Child of Tuscany," Maris why we class them as hym enoptera;
guerite
Bouvet.
always remember children that the
2.
"Schoolboys in Italy," Andrew
thorax of a hymenopterous insect is di- Laurie.
vided into four parts. Don't forget
3. "Children of the King," F. Marthat again; for that is the most import- ion Crawford.
Southern Italv with
ant fact for you to remember about the pictures of Sorrento and Capri. 4.
"Patience Strong's Outings,"
hymenoptera."
And so it went on for a whole pe ri- Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney. FlorencP.
and Savanarola.
od. · Any one but the teacher could
Classicssee that the class, ( a fourth grade)
5. "Marble Faun," Hawthorne.
were in the condition of a pulp. The
6. "Rr,>mola," George Elliot.
7. "Roba di R oma," W.W. Story.
flowers were blooming, and the bees
8. "Mornings in Florence," John
were humming just outside this ghastly
pedagogical charnel h ouse, but not a Ruskin.
Popular Travelsbreath of all this wondrous life was
9· "Italian Journeys," W. D.
permitted to enter.
Howells.
Still another form of nature st udy is
ro. " Tuscan Cities," W. D. Howthe museum method.
ells.
There is an instinct of no very high
r I. "Venetian Life," W. D. Howorder, sometimes called the magpie in- ells.
12.
"The Corso of Rome" and
stinct.
The Grand Canal in "Streets of the
Magpies, crows and jays have it, World" published by Scribners.
children are quite apt to develop it, and
I 3.
"Well Worn Roads of Spain,
even some adult men become perma- Holland and Italy," F. Hopkinson
nently afflicted with it, and I believe Smith.
14. "Zigzag Journeys in Classic
certain monkeys reveal traces of it. In
Lands," Hezekiah Butterworth.
proportion as a persoff becomes interr 5. "Gondola Days," F. Hopkinson
ested in the movem ent and life about Smith.
r6. "Vassar Girls in Italy," Elizahim, the museum passion is likely to
wane, for no museum specimen can ac- beth W. Champney.
r 7. "Poet's Bazar," Hans Andertively cio anything in the world; it c:an
son. Some beautiful descriptions of
only gather dust and moulder and Italy.
fade, and when one begins to take an
18. "Innocents Abroad," Mark
active interest in the active side of na- Twain.
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r9. "Encyclopaedia of Trav el,"
J ames McCabe.
20. "From Ponkapog to P es th,"
T. B. Aldrich.
Art Books21. "Venice," Charles Yriarte.
22. "Florence," Ch arle s Yriarte.
These books are exquisitely illu strated.
23. "The Qu een of the Adriatic,"
Clara Erskine Clement.
24. "Naples, the City of Parthenope."
25. "Genoa, the Superb."
26. "The Lily of the Arno, Florence."
27. "Milan and Como."
Books by Virginia J ohn so n.
TOPIC, SCOT.LAND.

1. "ln Far Lochaber," William
Black.
2. "The Four Mac Nicols," William Black .
3. "A Princess of Thule," William
Black.
4. "The Bonnie Brier Bush,"
McLaren.
5. "Sentimental Tommy," Barrie.
6. "The Starling," Norman McLeod.
7. "Lay of the La st Mintsrel," Sir
Walt er S cott. Melrose A bbey.
8. "Lady of the L ak e," Sir Walter
Scott. LochK atrine and the T rossachs.
9. "Kidnapped," R. L. Stevenson.
The Highlands. ·
10. "Rob Roy," Sir ·w alter Scott.
II.
"Abbotsford and Newstead
Abbey," Washington Irvin g.
12. "Marmion," Sir W alter Scott.
r3 . "Edinburgh," Robert L oui s
Stevenson.
14. "Scenery of Scotland," Alexander Geikie. This discusses the scenery in connection with the physical
geography of Scotland.
15. "Literary Landmarks of Edi nburgh," Lawren ce Hu tton .
r5. "The Pirate," Sir Walter Scott.
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2. "Palmetto L eaves," Mrs. H .
B. S towe. Sketches of Florida.
3. " R eef and Everglades," Kirk
Munroe.
4. "The Coral Ship," Kirk Munroe.
5. "Rodman, the Keeper," Constance Fenimore Woolson.
6. "The Story of K eedon Bluffs, "
Charles Egbert Craddock.
7. " The P rophet of Great Smoky
Mountain," Charles Egbert Craddock.
8. "Down the Ravine," Charles
Egbert Craddock.
9. "The Young Mountaineers,"
Charles Egbert Craddock. Tennessee
Mountains.
ro. " R ed Rock," Th omas Nelson
Page.
r r. "Stories of G eorgia, " J oel
Chandler H arris.
r2. "Bonaventure," George W .
Cable.
r3 . "Evangeline," Longfellow.
14. " Th e Grandissimes," Geo. W.
Cable.
r 5. "A Florid a Sketch Book,"
Bradford T orrey.
r 6. "New Orlea ns, th e Place and
the People," Grace King.
17. "New Orleans," Geo. W.
Cable, in St. Nicholas, Nov. '93.
r8. "Baltimore," in St. Nicholas,
Aug. '93.
19. "Washington," in St. Nicholas,
Jun e '93.
20. "The O scala Boy," Mauri ce
Thompson. A Florida story.
TOPIC, THE OCEAN.

r. "Stori es of the Sea T old by
Sailors," E. E. Hale .
• 2. " Toi1ers of the Sea, ~' Victor
Hugo.
3. "Wh at Mr. Darwin Saw in His
Voyage Round the World in the Ship
Beagle. "
4. "The Rim e of the Ancient Mariner," Samuel T aylor C oleridge.
5. "A Voyage to the Cape," W.
T OPIC, THE SOUTHERN ST ATES.
Clark Russell.
1. «Along th e Florida R eef,"
6. "The Sea and its Living Wanders," G. Hart wig.
Holder.
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7- "The Romance of the Sea," F.
Wh_vmper.
8. ''Voyage in the Yacht Sunbeam," Mrs. Brassey.
9. "The Cruise of Her Majesty's
Ship, Challenger, 1877."
10. "The Sea and Its Wonders,"
Mary and Elizabeth Kirby.
I I.
"Old Ocean," Ernest Ingersoll.
12.
"Letters to a Bov," Robert
L@uis Stevenson, in St. Ni~holas, Vol.
XXIII, '95-'96.
r 3. "By Land and Sea," Youth's
Companion Series.
14. "Yankee Ships and Yankee
Sailors," J ames Barnes.
r 5. "Within the Capes," Howard
Pyle.
16. "The Treasure Divers," C. F.
Holder.
17. "The Ocean," Reel us.
Special souvenirs of normal school,
with beautifully engraved cuts of buildmg at Clark Bros. Tea spoons ::p1.50,
coffee spoons 85c, book marks and
hearts 50c.
All sterling silver and

Take one
spoons with gold bowl.
home with you.
Special rates given on all millinery
goods to normal students at Thoreson
Sisters.
BASE BA LL GOODS,
FISH T ACKLE
GOLF GOODS.

THIELMAN BROS.
Haril ware Sto r e.

.7.

~obertson

'lfla tch m akerJ fewelerJ
and Optici a n,,,
A fine line of watches, clocks, jewelry, etc.
If you want a fine watch, a cheap watch, a
lady's ring, a watch chain, a locket, a charm,
silverware, table cutlery, fine clocks,elegant
jewels-remember all can be found at Robertson's. Prices always the lowest. Watches
that have been spoiled by incompetent workmen made as good as new.
A. F. ROBERTSON, 510 St. Germain St.

···············..······································
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
: cABELES : WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE LAR- : cABELES :
: CSROS. :
: .......... :

••

GEST AND CHOICES T STOCK OF

: CJ3ROS. :
: ..........:

••

i• SPRING ~ SUMMER CLOTHING i.
•

:•
••
:
••
:•

Gent's Furnishing Goods, Shoes 1 Hats,
Ties, Trunks, Etc., in the Northwest.
"-•'-~i:1 ' - • ' -

You are cordially invited to inspect same, and we
will be pleased to show you through our large
Daylight Store. Special discount to students and
teachers. $
$
$
.;I,
.;I, .;I, $
$
.;I,

:
•
•

•
•
••
••••••••••••
•: St. ~loud, •: ABELES
•

Menn .

•

:•
••
:
•
••:
:

••
••
•
•••••••••••••••
BROS.: L eading :
•

Clothiers.

•

•
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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cSelect .7ro'm . . . .

·

i

cA pe,fed assortment of Summer Dress Fabrics
and Fabrics in white suitable for a graduating
dress, Trimmings andLaces, Galoon Trimmings

;

i

I

.7andel~ s.

I

II

I

M.,ew lace gloves and mitts, long and short.
The latest shapes in straight front corsets, girdles and tape corsets, muslin underwear a splendid stylish line summer under'nJear, the correct
and latest things out and at 'bery low prices.

I

I
II

cSeek 9/o .7urther, . ..

j
j
-

At Fan'del 's you are al'nJays sure to have stylish
Fabrics of good quality combined with reasonable prices. 'The most elegant line of silk,
chambray, tissue and mercerised shirt 'nJaists
ever before shown. They are admired by numerous trades each day, and the prettiest effects
are picked up rapidly. We are adding new ereations to this line constantly . .JI, .JI, .JI, .JI, .JI, .JI,

~

FRA NK FANDEL' S

j
j

!
i

I

II

POPULAR DRY GOODS STORE.
602-604 St. Germain Street.

-;

-

ST. CLOUD, MINN.

I
J
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r~~~~~d~~~~,

~ ~'irt! 'ifI lfa®LIBl.fflL! l!:. ~®LJH®®l!:t' ~
~

,

AT ST. CLOUD, _MINN.

'

••.••.••

J

~

••••••••
COURSES OF STUDY.

~lil·.

f Sustained by the State fo.r the Training of its Teachers. (
~

An Advanced English Course, extending t hrough five years.
An AdvancediLatin Course, extending t h rough five years.
l. Elementary Cours e, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2 . Advanced Course, two years .
3. Kindergarten Cou rse, two years.
4 . An Elementary CeI'tificate Course, ex tending through
three yea rs .

1.

2.

t

l

........

~

~

The Diploma of either course is a State C e rtificate of qualification of the F irst
f/Jffd G rad e good for t wo yea r s At t he expiration of two y ears, the Diploma may be en-

~
~

dorsed, making it a certificate o f qua lification of the first grade, good for five years if
an Elementary diploma, or a P e rmane n t C ertificate if an Adva nced diploma.
The dema nd for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The
best of the graduates readily obt ain positions at good salaries .

ADMISSION.

r

!
~

'
·
-

:

Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted t o the Graduate Courses
··
w ithout examination . Applicants h olding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the five years cou r ses w ithout examin a t ion. Applicants who do not hold a 't1
second-grade certificate m u st be fifteen years of age at their nearest birthday, and t o be '1 ·.
admitted must pass a creditable examination in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and \ .
Language, the general Geography of the world, H istory ofU. S., Physiology and Arith- ((
metic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All
the advantages of the school are F REE to those who pledge themselves to teach
two years in the public sch ools of the state.

t
I

E X PEN SE OF ' L IV I NG IS VERY MOD ER A T E .

Living at the Lawrence Hall, incl uding furnished room, heat, light and table board,
is $3.00 per week . Board in private fami lies may be had at rates ranging from $2.50
to $4 per week . Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding .
{(·
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any addr ess. Any questions
.
will receive prompt attention. Address the President,
;

!tit·

~

I
~j

GED, R , KLEEBERGER,
St . C l o u d . Mir. n .

LP~~~~~~~~~~
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IBurlineton

; .Route

1Reclining (tbair (tars
Attached to a ll om· thro u gh trains

Aisles carpeterl. W in -

d o"·R double, keepi n g· out c old air. Chairs n eatly unh o lstercd a nrl aflj11stible to va1·io11s 1101-1 i t i o n ~. Toi.l et room

a nd a smoking rootH a. re provided.
t he ,vantR ol' p assen gers.

A po,·ter attends tu

No extra charge for seats. Ask your agent for tickets via the Burlington .
•• ••• •• ■■ ••••••••••••••••••••• ■• ■■ ••••• ■ ■■ •••••• ■■• ■ ■ ............. ■■■ ■■ ■■■■■ •••••••••••• ■■ •• ■ •••••• ■ ■ •• ■ ••••••••

PUFF BROS

LOOK HERE STUDENTS!

K

GROCERS, BAKERS,
CONFECTIONERS _ _ _..

NEW PROCESS
STEAM LAUNDRY

We carry the largest and most complet e
stock of staple and fancy Groceries, Confectionery, Fruits, Tobaccos, domestic and imported
cigars.
Rox trade our Specialty.
Wedding Cakes made to order.

Will give you the best of work
and make prices to please
students.

GIVE US A CALL LADIES AND GENTS.

E. F. MEYER,
_..._ _ __

60 7

PROPRIETOR.

ST. GERMAIN STREET .
. ST. CLOUD. MI:'<N . . .

STE.AM DYE.ING & RE.PAIRING DONE

PICTURE FRAf\lNQ
~~

Art Oooqs Statioo~ry.
BOWING BROS.
GROCE RS E • A· . '1.0b) e,
1

Tl

L

N
l

d.

F~~c/a mg

•••

No. 17 5th Ave. S.

.

29 Fil'th An•nuc South,
St. Cloud , M inn .

- - -- - - - - -

TlME CARD

St. Cloud, Minn.

-

TRA(NS,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
S'T'. CLOUD,

OF-

ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA.

:::t✓-rINN.

VES'l'IBULED TRAINS-DINING CARS .
'\V ES'l ' HOUND.

CAFIT AL,

$100,000

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention .
DIRECTORS .

OFFICERS .

H . P. Bell, L. W. Co llin s, .T. G. SMITH , President :
E .B.Smith IV. B.Mitchell, L. W. COLT.INS. Vice-Pres.
John Cooper, L .Clark, .r. E . B . SMITH , Cas hi er.
Zapp, John Bensen, J. G.
Smith, U. L. Atwood.

Xo.
~.ro.
*~o.
Nu.

1, No r t h Coast Limited ................... 12:07
3, Pacific Express ...... ......... .... ... .. 1:07
fi , Minnesota Lotal. .... ...... .. .. ...... .. 11:07
7 , ManitubaExpress ........................ 11:03

p . rn.
a. m.
a. m .
p. m.

J:::AS'l' DOUND.

No. 2,
No. 4 ,
*No. G,
No. 8,

North Coast L i mited ......... ..... ... 11:-1-f'i a .

111.

Atla nti c Express .......................... 4 :45 a. m .
Minnesota Local.. ...... ............. ... 3 :04 p. rn.
:M an itolJa ExpresR ........ .......... .... . 4:17 a. m.

~~Dail y, via Brainerd, exePpt S11nday. AJl others
daily.
Pn ll man first-c ln.RR ancl to u1·ii-;t i-;lee11in g cn,1·8.

J. E. Cooling, ':'1g;en t,
St. Cl o ud , Miun.

s. F ee, G. I'. A.
St. Paul , Minn.

CIHI R.
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I

TO MEMBERS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS.

W ouldn't it be a good idea to have a
nice card with your name engra'bed on
same-to send out 'with those beautiful
engra'bed invitations of yours?

We do

beautiful work in that [me-Come in
and see our samples.
<J"hanking you a[[ for the patronage
you ha'be gi'ben us this past school year, I
we wish for you a pleasant future.

I

,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

B OOl~ STC)RE

0 17
S 'l'.

GERl\i A IN S'l.' H .
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Members of the Alumni
Can keep in touch with what is goinl,!" on in their "'old school town"
by reading the ....... ....... ... ....... .. .... ..

St. Cloud Weekly Journal-Press
$l.OO
PAYS FOR- ONE YEAR-52 WEEKS

JOURNAL-PRESS CO.
St. Cloud, Minn.

········································································································•,•····

····························································································•·;················
.

We Would Ratber
Lose tbe Sale
than talk you into something that did not look just right
on you. .We know the clothing business from a to· z, and
give our customers the benefit of our experience. We
know how to buy clothing for less than most stores, and
that you share in the advantage is best exemplified in
our extraordinary offer of

CLOTHING, HATS AND
GENT5' FURNISHING5
For equal quality and style you will pay other stores
more.

r,\ETZROTH BROS.

5
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B.FZ.tAF.lTER

Sponges, Perfumes, Hair Brushes, Tooth Brushes, and a full line of Druggist Sundries. Special

BI?1:1ggisft,

attention to Physicians' Prescriptions.

Carter's White Pine for Coughs.--==-

5'04 St. Oern,aio St.,St.Clou(!.

~~;::~";"l
PROPRIETOR

Try

i

BARBER
SHOP~
Under the Grand Central Hotel.

SPECIAL RATES Made to STUD!,!!!,

J. C. BOEHM, M. D.
519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours: 11 a. m. to 12:30 1>. m., 2 to 4 lnthe
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
CAPITAL,

$135,000.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In. Our !envin.gs Department.
Deposits received in sums of Sl.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
0 . TI. HAVILL,
President.
A.H. REINHARD.
C. L . ATWOOD,
Cashier.
Vice-President .

.....................................................

HUHN

THE
DRUGGIST
Is the place to get all
fancy toilet article&.

Physicians' Prescriptions a Specialty.

.....................................................
~~~

